Notification

Online tenders were invited by the Centre for procurement of different Supplementary Feed Items for Camel of this Centre and online technical bids were opened on 10.10.2018 and Financial bids were opened on 04.12.2018. While examination of samples for quality control requirement and level of nutrient composition, it has been found that the samples of DOC and Moong Churi are not up to the required level. Due to this and other Administrative Reasons the invited and open bids are rejected.

The fresh bid for different Supplementary Feed Items shall be re-invited in due course of time. The bidders are advised to visit http://eprocure.gov.in/eprocure/app and www.nrcccamel.icar.gov.in for new NIT and Bid Document.

Asstt. Adm. Officer

Distribution:

1. The Bid Openers on CPPP - Dr. Rakesh Ranjan, Sr. Scientist, Dr. S. D. Narnaware, Scientist and Sh. Bharat Kumar Acharya, AF & AcO – To upload above Notification on CPPP.
2. Sh. Dinesh Munjal, ACTO – please upload above notification on the website of NRCC.

Copy to:

I/c Feed Production Unit – for information.

Asstt. Adm. Officer